Abstract—People with social communication difficulties tend to have superior skills using computers, and as a result computer-based social skills training systems are flourishing. Social skills training, performed by human trainers, is a well-established method to obtain appropriate skills in social interaction. Previous works have attempted to automate one or several parts of social skills training through human-computer interaction. However, while previous work on simulating social skills training considered only acoustic and linguistic features, human social skills trainers take into account visual features (e.g., facial expression, posture). In this paper, we create and evaluate a social skills training system that closes this gap by considering audiovisual features regarding ratio of smiling, yaw, and pitch. An experimental evaluation measures the difference in effectiveness of social skill training when using audio features and audiovisual features. Results showed that the visual features were effective to improve users’ social skills.

I. INTRODUCTION

Many people have difficulties in social interactions such as presentations and job interviews [1]. Persistent social skill deficits impede those afflicted with them from forming relationships or succeeding in social situations. Social skills training (SST) is a general cognitive behavior therapy to obtain appropriate these social skills for people who have difficulties in social interaction, and is widely used by teachers, therapists, and trainers [2], [3]. If the SST process could be automated, it would become easier for those requiring SST to receive it anywhere and anytime.

Previous works have attempted to automate one or several parts of SST (see reviews in [4], [5]), for instance, in the context of job interviews [6], public speaking [7], or emotional expression [8]. Specifically, Tanaka et al., [9] developed a system named “automated social skills trainer” that entirely follows the basic training model of SST through human-agent interaction. The system provides feedback according to extracted audio features, and the feedback was shown to improve users’ social skill.

While this work is a first step, there still are a large number of gaps between human-based SST and the automated social skills training. One of the gaps is related to modality. While previous work considered only acoustic and linguistic features, visual information (e.g., facial expression, head pose, and posture) is also an essential feature of human-based SST [2], [3] and public speaking aids [10]. In this paper, we use the automated social skills trainer as a baseline, and extend the system by adding audiovisual information to achieve more effective improvement in users’ social skills. This system can be used by not only people who have difficulties in social interaction but also people with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) [8], [9].

II. SST AND PREVIOUS WORK

The basic training model of SST [3] generally follows steps of instruction, modeling, role-playing, feedback, and homework. We briefly describe these steps and their implementation in the automated social skills trainer as follows:

1) Instruction: Instruction includes defining target skills and explaining their goal. After the major social problems faced by the trainee are identified, the skills to be trained are decided based on these problems. The automatic social skill trainer sets narrative as a target skill, which is a task of telling stories, and a basic skill necessary for other higher-level skills [3].

2) Modeling: Trainers act as a model, demonstrating the skill that the users are focusing on so that the users can see what they need to do before attempting to do it themselves. The automated social skills trainer replicates this for narrative skills by allowing users to watch a recorded model video of people who have relatively good narrative skills.

3) Role-playing: Users are asked to role-play. When the user says “start role-playing,” the system says “please tell me about something fun you experienced recently.” The role-playing starts after the system’s question, and continues for one minute. During this time, the avatar nods its head, and the system automatically senses and analyzes features from the video of the user.

4) Feedback: At the end of role-playing, the system analyzes the features of the user’s video and displays feedback based on this analysis. This feedback helps users to identify their strengths and weaknesses. Because displaying a large number of features in the feedback may confuse users, the system performs feature selection to identify the features effective in defining narrative skills. This process was conducted in discussion with a professional social skills trainer.

5) Homework: The system sets little homework challenges that users perform in their own time throughout the week. The system tells users to “please tell your story to others throughout the week, and let me know about it.”
III. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE MULTIMODAL SYSTEM

The role-playing and feedback are the most important elements of the system, which consist of sensing and analysis from video, and feedback visualization (Figure 1). In this section, we describe the integration of multimodal information into each module.

A. Sensing and analysis from video

To analyze the visual information of the video, we extracted a number of facial features by using a constrained local model (CLM) [11] based face tracker\(^1\) as shown in Figure 2.

From a total of 66 feature points, we calculated the features of outer eye-brow height (OBH), inner eyebrow height (IBH), outer lip height (OLH), inner lip height (ILH), eye opening, and lip corner distance (LipCDT) following Naim et al. [12]. Using these features, we modeled smiling faces using The Japanese Female Facial Expression (JAFFE) database [13]. The database contains 213 images of 7 facial expressions (6 basic facial expressions + 1 neutral) performed by 10 Japanese female models. Each image has been rated with regards to 6 emotion adjectives by 60 Japanese subjects. In the database, we used 31 samples of happy faces and 30 samples of neutral faces. We trained a model of two types of facial expression using SVM with linear kernel. Precision, recall, and F-measure of leave-one-out cross validation over the database were .91, .97, and .94 respectively.

For video, we predicted whether the label belongs to the smiling or neutral class in each frame, and the proportion of smiling frames among all frames was named the ratio of smiling. To verify that the model generalizes to other speakers and video, we used the NOCOA+ database [14], which contains derisive and friendly videos of four Japanese men. We extracted the ratio of smiling from these videos and confirmed that friendly videos have a significantly larger ratio of smiling compared to derisive videos (p=0.002, Cohen’s d=1.89).

In addition to the smile features, we separately incorporated two head pose features (yaw and pitch), based on the corresponding elements of the global transformations associated with rotation. Here, the yaw indicates horizontal direction, and the pitch indicates vertical direction of head pose. These features reflect looking away and looking down during talking [12]. We calculated the absolute value of the yaw and took the average of the entire frame to analyze shift from the front. With regard to the pitch, both facing up (negative values) and facing down (positive values) were considered to be important, and thus we calculated the average value of the entire video without taking the absolute value. Because the system did not record images below the chest, we did not take into account non-facial gestures.

Extracted features related to speech and language follow Tanaka et al. [9] as follows: F0 variation, amplitude, voice quality, pauses, words per minute, words of more than 6 letters, fillers.

B. Feedback

Based on the calculated features, the system displays feedback to the users (Figure 3). We attempt to display this feedback in a way that is easier to understand and interpret as follows:

- **User video:** Users can watch the recorded video and audio in the narrative.
- **Overall score:** The system displays a predicted overall score, which motivates the user to practice more and improve their score. We predict the overall score using the generalized linear multiple regression method on a scale of 0 to 100 [9].

With regard to features of the regression model, because we analyzed the data and found that ratio of smiling for models was significantly higher than others (p=0.04, d=1.21), we added ratio of smiling as input features of the regression model. We confirmed that the correlation coefficient between the predicted narrative skills and subjectively evaluated skill using leave-one-user-out cross validation was 0.55 (p=0.02), which indicates a weak correlation, when using statistically significant features (words per minute, amplitude, words of more than 6 letters, and ratio of smiling). We also confirmed that the correlation coefficient was 0.51 when using only speech and language features [9] showing that ratio of smiling provides a slight gain in correlation with subjective evaluation.

\(^1\)https://github.com/kylemcdonald/FaceTracker
Comparison with models: The system uses a radar chart to visualize the comparison of extracted features between the user’s current narrative and model persons’ narratives in terms of z-score, which is a statistical measurement of a score’s relationship to the mean in a group of scores. The users are informed that they should attempt to emulate the model in all aspects.

Comments: The system generates positive comments that reinforce the user’s motivation based on the features that have values closest to those of the models. In addition, the system also generates comments about points to be improved based on the feature that has a median distance from the models. This choice of the median, instead of the farthest, feature was made through discussions with a professional social skills trainer, who noted that it may be fundamentally difficult for people with communication difficulties to improve their worst points.

IV. EXPERIMENT: TRAINING EFFECT

In our experiment, we examined the difference in effectiveness of social skill training when using feedback related to audio features and feedback related to audiovisual features.

A. Procedure

We recruited a total of 18 graduate students (15 males and 3 females) all of whom were native Japanese speakers. Participants were given instructions by the first author and told that their speech and video would be recorded. A webcam placed on top of the laptop and headset recorded the video and audio of participants.

We separated participants into two groups: the audio group (6 males and 3 females), and the audiovisual group (9 males). All participants spoke a story to a familiar person (pre), used the automated social skills trainer for 50 minutes, and spoke a story to the same familiar person (post). In the training, participants followed the procedure of the basic training model. Because we did not control the duration of watching videos or performing role-play, the participants can select the content by themselves. The audio group received feedback regarding speech and language features, while the audiovisual group received feedback regarding not only audio but also ratio of smiling, yaw, and pitch features.

We asked an experienced social skill trainer, who has been a supervisor of young adult developmental support performing social skills training more than three years, to evaluate the overall narrative skills according to a Likert score rated on a scale of 1 (not good) to 7 (good). He watched randomly ordered pre and post videos and rated the score.

To find important features that related to narrative skills, we calculated statistical differences of each feature between recorded videos of the relatively low scores (low score group) and the relatively high scores (high score group). We also calculated post-pre scores to measure the effect of training. We present the p-values of one-tailed t-tests and Cohen’s d values as a measure of the effect size.

B. Result

First, we examined differences in audiovisual features between groups with lower and higher levels of social skills. Because the social skill trainer’s rating was between 3 and 6 (mean: 4.5), we separated each video into the low score group (3 or 4, n=16) and the high score group (5 or 6, n=20). We found a statistical difference between the two groups in the case of amplitude (the high score group was significantly louder than the low score group, p=0.03, d=0.63), ratio of smiling (the high score group smiled significantly more than the low score group, p=0.03, d=0.66), and pitch (the high score group looked up significantly more than the low score group, p=0.04, d=0.63) in Figure 4. This showed that amplitudes, ratio of smiling, and pitch are strongly related to narrative skills.
Next, we examine the effect of training using audio or audiovisual features. Before training, the initial scores of the two groups were not significantly different (p=0.96 (two-tailed t-tests), d=0.03): the audio group had a mean of 4.0 (sd: 0.91) and the audiovisual group had a mean of 4.2 (sd: 0.83). Figure 5 shows the improvement of overall narrative skills in two groups. These results show that audiovisual feedback significantly affected the increase in overall narrative skills (p=0.03, d=0.98). The overall gain in skills using audiovisual feedback was 1.1, which is comparable to, or slightly greater than similar previous work (around 1.0 point improvement through interview skill training [9]).

The advantage of audiovisual feedback compared to audio can likely be attributed to slight improvements in ratio of smiling (p=0.09, d=0.66), with the audiovisual group showing a loss of -0.026 (sd: 0.15). The experimental evaluation confirmed the training effect and the relationship between narrative skills and extracted features.
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